Mammalian artificial chromosomes: a new tool for gene therapy.
Effective therapy by in vivo delivery of DNA requires efficient delivery, long-term maintenance of the DNA that is delivered and physiological levels of expression of the therapeutic gene. Full levels of physiologically controlled expression can be obtained after transfer of intact genes on fragments of DNA hundreds of kilobases in size, as has been demonstrated by the transfer of yeast artificial chromosomes into transgenic mice. Long-term maintenance of input DNA could be achieved if the DNA carried replication origins, a centromere and telomeres to allow maintenance and segregation in mammalian cells, and there has been recent progress towards cloning these elements. These features could be combined as a mammalian artificial chromosome which would confer full levels of controlled expression as well as being maintained in any cell into which it was introduced. Methods which would allow delivery of such large fragments of DNA include liposomes and receptor-mediated uptake, both of which have been shown to work in vivo, making such large constructs potentially applicable for use in gene therapy.